Always wear personal protective equipment when handling materials.

- Husky and NorStar panels average 2 lbs. per lineal foot.

- For easy handling with one man, panels can be rolled and clasped with bungie cord or duct tape, to move one at a time.

- If panels come rolled, from Magic Metals, Inc., put a loose “release” strap on each end of panels. First break the end bands and then, the middle band; otherwise, person(s) can be become injured or panels damaged. Lastly, remove the release strap.

- To prevent panels from becoming scratched, do not slide the metal while in bundles. It is recommended to lift the panels the bundle.

- Wearing gloves grip the panel on each side to prevent cuts; meanwhile, do not let the panel slide against the hand or body.

- For installation instructions, please, reference the installation guide on www.magicmetals.com